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During his 27-year tenure with the San Diego Chargers, equipment manager Sid Brooks kept
over 5,000 football players from appearing naked before their cheering fans. The first African
American to hold the job of equipment manager in the NFL, Brooks’ job was to see that each
player left the locker room in uniform. But the means to that end was far more complicated—and
outrageous—than one would believe.This reissue of Tales from the Chargers Locker Room
takes the reader aboard the elevator to B2, the basement of Qualcomm Stadium, where the
Chargers locker room is housed. In that basement, the equipment department and trainers,
affectionately known as "dungeon rats," ran the Chargers locker room. There, Sid Brooks
became caretaker for all who crossed its threshold.In this book, Sid recounts stories unique to a
life spent working behind the scenes in the Chargers locker room. He features stories about
Chargers greats like Dan Fouts, Charlie Joiner, Kellen Winslow, Louie Kelcher, John Jefferson,
Rodney Harrison, and Junior Seau. With an eye for detail, he recounts tales of spies sent out to
capture the opposing team’s playbooks; the night the lights went out on Don Shula; wild cab
rides with Fouts, Joiner, and Winslow; the zany pre-game rituals and idiosyncrasies of Russ
Washington, Wilbur Young, Pat Curran, Woodrow Lowe, and others; rivalries born not on the
playing field, but at the dominoes table; and plenty of pranks and good-natured ribbing.Rarely
does a book offer more than a passing glance at what makes a football team a family. But Sid
Brooks not only introduces the family here—he also invites the reader over for dinner.Skyhorse
Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books
for readers interested in sports—books about baseball, pro football, college football, pro and
college basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team.Whether
you are a New York Yankees fan or hail from Red Sox nation; whether you are a die-hard Green
Bay Packers or Dallas Cowboys fan; whether you root for the Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville
Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or Kansas Jayhawks; whether you route for the Boston Bruins, Toronto
Maple Leafs, Montreal Canadiens, or Los Angeles Kings; we have a book for you. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers
and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

From the AuthorSid Brooks, a retired Air Force senior master sergeant who served his last
duties in the military in Vietnam and the Air Force Academy, was the equipment manager of the
San Diego Chargers from 1973 to 2000. Known throughout the league as “Doc,” he sat at the
draft table for the Chargers during the NFL draft from 1990 to 2000. He passed away in
2007. Gerri Brooks is the widow of Sid Brooks. She is the author of Love Potion (2006). She lives
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rookie tight end in 1981, it was his first “End of Training Camp/Birthday Party for Louie Kelcher
and Billy Shields” celebration. So when he pushed Sid “Doc” Brooks into the deep end of the
swimming pool, he didn’t know that Doc couldn’t swim. As cheers and laughter erupted and Doc
floundered, I did the only thing I could do. Seeing only Doc’s eyeballs breaking the surface of the
water, I jumped in, clothes on and all.I got Doc to the side of the pool, directly under the diving
board and tried to calm him as best I could. “Doc, the good news is I saved your life . . . the bad
news is you owe me your life!”That is what any friend would do, especially for a man whose
world was jammed full of friends. And that is what this book is about more than anything—
friends.A locker room is a unique, mysterious, and wonderful place. Its doors are open to only a
select few. What goes on there is known only to the members of the team, but what is
remembered lasts a lifetime. Sidney Joseph Patrick Brooks, AKA “The Doc,” not only was our
equipment manager, he was our counselor, our collaborator, our domino partner, our critic and
cheerleader, and most importantly, our friend.“Mr. Brooks, I can’t go out to practice in this
helmet, it doesn’t have a face mask,” I protested. I couldn’t believe this, my first practice in the
National Football League with the San Diego Chargers and this guy gives me a helmet without a
face mask! The year was 1973; the Chargers had just hired a new equipment man (Doc), and
drafted a new quarterback in the third round (me). Thus began a relationship that has lasted over
three decades.In my 15 years with the Chargers and with Doc, there were many changes—five
head coaches, at least as many general managers, hundreds of players, heck, even two owners.
The constant, though, was Doc. As players, we could always count on seeing Doc bright and
early, every morning, all year long in the locker room. He always boasted a smile and a quip;



nothing went unnoticed by him.Doc’s job was more than handing out sweats, socks, and jocks.
He was always on the lookout for opportunities for us as players to help out in the San Diego
community. Whether it was a bowling or golf tournament, visits to children in local hospitals at
Christmas, blood drives, or flights with the Blue Angels, Doc was always at the forefront when it
came to supporting the community. He helped the players improve their public profile, and learn
what it meant to give back to the community.From a dedicated and decorated career in the
United States Air Force to being the first African-American equipment manager in the NFL to
being a devoted husband and father, Doc’s career and life have been full and satisfying. Through
it all, he has enriched the lives of countless others. Reading his book will give you an inside look
at this part of his life and the lives of those who were fortunate enough to call him a friend.Enjoy!
IntroductionIn the glamorous game of football, there are stars that shine on the field: the
acclaimed football players and coaches, men whose names are uttered in awe and sometimes
defended with swear words and fists. In the front offices, the owners and general managers are
touted for putting together the big entertainment picture for game day. But behind the glitz and
glory, there are the little men who keep the show on the road. They make sure the players hit the
field as ready warriors in fine regalia from shiny helmets to flashy shoes. For twenty-seven years
Sidney J. (Doc) Brooks, the equipment manager for the San Diego Chargers, was privileged to
be one of the little men who made sure on game day his team was ready to dazzle.The San
Diego Chargers football team and the NFL were an entirely different world from the one Sid was
familiar with and a long way from Saint Genevieve, Missouri, the town he grew up in with his
father and his two brothers. His father, whom he was fortunate to have until he reached the ripe
old age of ninety-five, reared his brothers and him alone. Sid was six years old when his mother
died from a head injury following a car crash. He had no memory of her. His father never spoke
of her. Sid spoke of emptiness in himself because of her absence that haunted him all his life. He
was an adult when he gathered bits and pieces of information about her and learned that from a
family of twelve siblings, she worked her way through college and was on her way to her
teaching job when a car crash took her life. He knew then that he had to make something of his
life. Sid joined the Air Force, where he learned discipline and the rewards of dedication and hard
work. He credited the loving care his father took of him and his brothers without help and the
fighting spirit of his mother for the drive in him, a drive that led him to give his best in both of his
careers.As a kid, Sid never saw a football game up close. Very few black families lived in his
home town, so he rode a bus fifty-five miles to a segregated high school. When his high school
team played their football games, he was riding the bus home. He was not permitted inside the
Ste. Genevieve High School stadium for a school function, so he watched the local high school
games through the trees surrounding the football field. He was nineteen and in the Air Force
when he attended his first live football game. Army played Air Force in Misawa Air Base, Japan.
Sid saw his first professional football game September 21, 1962 while stationed in New York
City. The New York Giants beat the Detroit Lions 17 to 14. He thought then that was as close as
he would ever get to a professional football player.But by working hard and preparing for



opportunity, Sid was ready when his chance came in the form of an announcement in the sports
section of the Colorado Springs Gazette. A professional team needed an equipment manager.
He hesitated, but only briefly. He’d been told that opportunity only knocks once, so he took the
offer when the San Diego Chargers presented him a job as the equipment manager for the team.
When Sid began his career with the Chargers, the NFL was fifty-three years old. It would be
another twenty years before a different team hired an African American equipment manager.Sid
was thirty-eight when he began his job as equipment manager with the Chargers, a career that
would have made him a laughing stock in his hometown had he dreamed it out loud as a boy. No
one he knew would have believed the possibility. Growing up, he hadn’t known that such a
position existed. Anything to do with football was far removed from any aspirations he had for
himself. Given the chance, he did it his way. His way was enough to endear him to the entire
National Football League for as long as he was a part of the league and to this day.The
basement in Qualcomm Stadium is where the Chargers equipment is kept. It was the San Diego
Stadium in 1973 when Sid first set foot in the 54,542-seat football arena. This arena was a
concrete bowl where the echoes of thousands of cheering fans gave him goose-bumps and
filled him with awe. The basement, where the equipment department and trainers, known as
dungeon rats, ruled the locker room, is where he became caretaker for all who crossed the
threshold. Within those walls resided the pungent, sweaty smell of victory and the taste of
stinging gall in defeat. In the mornings before the arrival of the gridiron warriors, the lockers
stood empty except for the gear; shoes lined up, helmets shined and waiting, shoulder pads on
the shelves, and jerseys hanging ready, as though the first sergeant would come through for
inspection. Left over from his Air Force days, he assured that there was an air of military
correctness and pride in the personification of that room. He hoped that readiness was a
reflection of who he was. Names that changed over the years shouted in all their glory above the
lockers. Some of those names, many of which will appear throughout the book, caused the
breath to catch in his throat, and the thrill of their talent to astound him.It would be dark, quiet,
and damp before the coffee and doughnuts, before the cheerfulness and the brooding, before
the arrogant swaggers and the fearful hopefulness, before the boom boxes, high-fives, back-
slapping, and the sound of dominos brought the locker room to life. The veterans were there to
offer Sid advice on how to survive in the NFL. He was sought out, not just for football equipment,
but also for special needs: marital problems, financial advice, where to eat, where to buy
furniture, how to make a difference in the community with charitable contributions, and advice to
the lovelorn. But he’d prepared for the requests, aware of the ones who needed him most. Some
were still boys, you know. It was not only for the equipment that they sought him out; that had
been made ready. He was and always will be known as the domino doctor, “Doc,” champion
domino player as he has been affectionately named throughout the league. Some that boarded
the elevator to B2, the basement, and came through the doors of the locker room schemed to
steal the Doc’s crown at the domino table. These stories provide the opportunity to watch the
doctor and an array of challengers in action while playing games other than football.



Camaraderie, not seen any place else outside the locker room, except maybe on a military
battlefield, existed in abundance in the pranks they played on one another. These pranks were
not only intended to lift spirits, but measured one’s ability to withstand adversity, created a
feeling of family, and brought the team closer.What is about to be revealed in these pages is the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so help me. Much of what’s contained here
began more than thirty years ago, but time did not erase Sid’s memory. His locker room days
made a lasting impression on him and all who came in contact with him. There are witnesses
that will swear to his most flabbergasting stories. One such person, on whom he made a lasting
impression, is Dan Fouts.Dan Fouts has added to Sid’s domino tales “The Sid Brooks Rule.” The
rule is as follows:“I played dominoes with Sid a lot of years. The Sid Brooks rule came about
because Sid was either A) a bad cheater; or B) couldn’t count. When Sid and I played dominoes
and used all my dominoes to win a hand, the normal procedure is that the opponent’s dominoes
left in his hand would be counted and the number added to the winner’s total.“Sid would often
have a fist full of bones in his hands, blurt out a number at random, and throw his bones face
down into the bone yard. I was quick enough one day to stop the bones before they landed in the
pile and counted the spots. They were way, way over what he’d blurted out, shorting me points I
should have earned. Therefore the Sid Brooks Rule was put into place, which allows a player to
throw his bones in face down and say whatever number he wants. But if that number is
challenged, and he is wrong, the real number plus ten more points would be added to the
winner’s score. If he was right and he was challenged, the player who had won the hand would
lose ten points.“The Sid Brooks Rule has added a bit of suspense and a lot of laughs to the
game of dominoes whenever my friends and I play. And in thinking about Sid, as I often do, I
would say that he probably wasn’t really a cheater, or that he couldn’t count, [but rather] he was
just messing with us and being Doc.”—Gerri Brooks, 2014No names have been changed to
protect the innocent; there are no innocents. All of the accused are guilty as charged.—The
Doc1JOINING THE BOLTSMy secretary, Scotty Cullitan, laid the sports section of the Colorado
Springs Gazette across her desk at the Air Force Academy. “Look at this article, Sid,” she said.
“The San Diego Chargers are looking for an equipment manager. Why don’t you apply?”I bent
over her shoulder and read the article. “I’m not an equipment manager,” I said. By January of
1973, I was eligible to retire after serving 20 years in the Air Force. A career in civilian life was on
my mind. My job title then—Non-Commissioned Officer in charge of the Air Force Academy
Cadet Athletic Supply Branch, Facilities and Support Division—had nothing to do with being an
equipment manager. Everything I did in that role involved a paper transaction. The actual
uniform, and what to do with it, were different challenges; I hadn’t suited out one athlete, even
though I knew the job requirements.I backed away from Scotty shaking my head. “I don’t even
know how to put a face mask on a helmet.” I believed my chance of landing a job in the NFL was
nil to none, and refused to dwell on it.“If you can persuade an Air Force Major not to argue with
you until he becomes a Bird Colonel—and get away with it—then you can handle a bunch of
athletes and coaches,” Scotty insisted. “You’re right for that job.” She sent my resume to the



Chargers in spite of my protests. Three days later, I was aboard a plane on its way to San Diego
for an interview after receiving a phone call from Bob Hood, then an executive assistant with the
Chargers.Somebody’s Watching MeBob Hood—a 20-something, white, seventies rebel, with
long dark hair that covered his ears and a fu-Manchu mustache—picked me up from the
Stardust Hotel, where the Chargers had put me up the night before. Hood drove me to what was
then called San Diego Stadium for a meeting with Harland Svare, the Chargers head coach and
general manager. I felt like a starving actor about to be discovered by a big Hollywood producer.
Like everyone on the outside imagining what it’s like in a place where the stars shine, the lure of
the NFL was glamorous. I was thrilled at the prospect of sharing in the exciting allure.As I sat
across from Harland’s desk for the first interview of my life, I clutched my hands in my lap.
Joining the Air Force 20 years prior had been a simple act of answering a few questions on
paper and signing on the dotted line. This time I didn’t know what to expect. Why I’d let Scotty
talk me into chasing this impossible dream job, I couldn’t remember. Harland appeared friendly—
a young, smiling, blue-eyed blond with a firm handshake.Behind Harland, a door stood open a
crack, providing a tiny glimpse into a dark immeasurable space. Without any familiarity with the
building, I didn’t know whether the door led to another room or a hallway, but shadows passed
back and forth with regularity. Every few minutes I caught a glimpse of what appeared to be a
face and a set of eyes peering through the opening, and an eerie feeling that I was being
watched enveloped me. I noticed that neither Bob nor Harland appeared to notice the movement
behind the door. Each time I answered a question, a shadow moved away, then another came
into view. I tried focusing on Harland and the questions he asked while making surreptitious
glances toward whoever it was in the shadows that was observing me.On my way out of town
after my brief visit, I thought I’d seen beautiful San Diego for the last time; I thought I had little
hope of landing the job. It was not that I didn’t think that I’d made a good impression. But rather
Bob told me that since posting the position, the Chargers had received four hundred
applications for the job. With that in mind, I still considered my visit a success, as I imagined any
sports fan would upon being granted temporary access into the world of the NFL. The evening
before my interview, Bob and I had dinner at Bully’s, a Mission Valley steak house patronized by
sports figures and enthusiasts. I met Mike Garrett, Heisman Trophy winner out of USC, All-
American, and one of the leading rushers in the NFL. I was returning home to tell my sons that I
had shaken the hand of a premier football player (As it turns out, Mike Garrett became one of my
lifelong friends.).Years later, Deacon told me that Harland had stationed three black men from
the Chargers’ roster—Willie Wood, a defensive back coach; Deacon Jones, a defensive
lineman; and Bob Moorman, a scout—behind the door to spy on my interview, monitor the way I
answered questions, and measure how I held up under pressure.“You better have looked good,
or we would have run your butt out of San Diego. You were coming in here representing us
brothers, and you had to do us proud,” Deacon told me sometime later.Equipment Managing
101The Chargers wanted me in San Diego ASAP. Their 1973 spring mini camp was about to
begin without an equipment manager on board.I called Larry Elliott, the equipment manager for



the Denver Broncos, to tell him that I’d been hired by the Chargers and to ask if he’d be willing to
give me a crash course in the fundamentals of football equipment management. I had met him
once when a very bad snowstorm forced the Broncos to move their practice to the Academy’s
indoor facility. He agreed, and that weekend, on my two days off, Larry walked me through
Equipment Managing 101. I crammed like a failing student the night before final exams. My head
felt swollen from soaking up so many of the NFL’s official rules.When I left Larry that weekend, I
still didn’t know how to secure facemasks on helmets, fit and repair shoulder pads, or fasten and
remove cleats. Back at the Academy, I worked from early morning until late at night with the
equipment managers in the athletic department, going over what Larry hadn’t had time to teach
me. A week later, I took vacation time and went to San Diego for my first mini camp. I was still
signed up for four years with the Air Force, and that big obstacle weighed heavily on my mind.
While I was away from the Air Force Academy, Colonel Frank Merritt, the athletic director and a
former lineman at West Point, convinced the Academy’s Superintendent to pull strings to get me
discharged. “I want you to learn how to be a civilian,” he told me. I became an official San Diego
Charger. From that moment on, I wore lightning bolts, and when I mentioned the Chargers, I said
“we” as in, “We have a game on Sunday.” I was part of the “we” that was the Chargers.The
Locker RoomThe sign outside the door read, “Authorized personnel only per the Commissioner,
Pete Rozelle.” Reading that, my butt tightened up so much that you couldn’t pull a silk thread
through it. The locker room was where football players were most apt to relax and let you in on
their vulnerabilities. It housed the equipment room and training room, and was located on level
two of the basement of San Diego Stadium—or “B2,” as the guys who worked there called it.
Although the team has since moved their general offices and facility to a building on Murphy
Canyon Road, the Chargers still use that locker room on home game days. My office for many of
my 27 years was just inside the locker room. To the left of that office was the equipment room,
with rows and rows of shelves that held a multimillion-dollar inventory of equipment. The
equipment issue window, where players and coaches came for socks, jocks, T-shirts, and
shorts, opened to the locker room. On the opposite end of the equipment room, behind doors
that separated it from the locker room, was the training room. The basement was ruled by those
affectionately called “dungeon rats,” the equipment department staff and trainers.9449 Friars
Road, Apt. B2I couldn’t write about the Chargers’ locker room without mentioning Bronco Hinek.
I arrived at the Chargers’ locker room for my first day of work at 4:30 a.m. and found my newly
appointed, round-faced, long-haired, 22-year-old assistant equipment manager, Bronco, waiting
for me. “Didn’t have to fight the traffic,” he said, and laughed, as though he had a secret.“This is
the way it is, Sid,” he said when he introduced me to the inner-workings of a NFL equipment
department. “Let the players think they’re in charge, but know that you are.”During the off-
season, Bronco resided in the Bay Area. But while in San Diego, he told me that his address was
9449 Friars Road, Apt. B2. “Beats paying rent,” he said, grinning. But I was not in on the
joke.Bronco had been a part-time assistant for the previous four seasons, and he knew his way
around the equipment room. I followed him around the locker room, learning the system. Later



that day I picked up the equipment manager’s mail, and noticed that it had the same address
that Bronco had given me earlier—the stadium address. “B2,” of course, was the basement of
San Diego Stadium. I almost doubled over from laughing so hard. Bronco slept that whole
preseason in the locker room.Camp SiteBronco and I prepared for the mini-camp held in the
open field at the southeast end of the Stardust Hotel golf course on Friars Road. In those days
one stoplight controlled the flow of traffic between the stadium and the practice field. Travel time
from the stadium to the Stardust took approximately ten to 12 minutes by car. Bronco and I
turned the golf course into a football field, set up goal posts, painted 10-yard lines, and arranged
to have all the bags and the sleds (large, overstuffed, stabilized, punching bags used to practice
blocking) brought to the field from storage. That’s how it started. Then the fun began.Lining the
field was as foreign to me as the Greek language. I didn’t realize how precisely accurate the lines
had to be. The first time I tried to paint 10-yard markers on the field, my line resembled Lombard
Street in San Francisco, the most crooked street in the world. Bronco lay on the grass, laughing
out loud while holding his side and gasping for breath. My next attempt looked like the tire tracks
my nearly blind grandmother made after backing up her car without her glasses on, and I joined
Bronco in laughter. My young assistant was already a pro at the outside stuff, and I watched him
square off lines with the accuracy of a carpenter. Every millimeter of an inch was accounted for,
which made sense since accurate yards determine the outcome of any given game. Knowing
that this particular part of the job was not meant for me, I let Bronco take over when it came to
lining the field. They didn’t call me the equipment manager for nothing.2MINI-CAMPJohnny
RodgersOrientation for mini-camp began when the doors to the locker room opened. Draftees,
free agents, convalescents, and veterans acquired through trade poured in to begin their
indoctrination into the Chargers’ program. Only players new to the team and those recovering
from injuries were required to report on opening day.I was familiar with many of the names on the
Chargers roster from watching college football games, and I tried, in the short time I had to
prepare, to familiarize myself with some of the faces. My first day I was as uncertain as an intern
performing surgery for the first time—all clumsy fingers and shaky hands. I thought it would
seem professional if I knew a little bit about each of the new guys, including the draftees. But the
first player on the scene that season proved my research unnecessary. Johnny Rodgers let
everyone know exactly who he thought he was.“J.R. The Super Star,” he announced out loud,
head in the air and not blinking an eye. I managed to hold back a snicker and keep my face
blank. I knew who he was; with hands like clutches, he could run the 40-yard dash in four
seconds flat.“Johnny Rodgers, Heisman Trophy winner,” he said and stuck his chest out, as
though waiting for me to bow. He waved a plastic doll-like figure modeled after him and sporting
his number 20 on its helmet and jersey. I didn’t bow, but replaced his halo with a Chargers
helmet and went about preparing to outfit the rest of the team. More players poured in, and I got
busy. Before long, hoots and hollers broke out behind me. I glanced up from fitting one of the
other players and spotted Johnny Rodgers passing out J.R. Super Star buttons to the other
players. The stars had shot right out of the sky and landed in the locker room. It was obvious that



all of the attention he had received from the Heisman had gone to his head, and no one blamed
him. The Heisman was an honor few athletes experienced.Johnny pranced as if he were ready
to make believers out of us—and then he did. On the first play of his initial game for the
Chargers, he returned the ball back on kickoff for a touchdown. He was so excited that he came
back to the sideline rubbing his legs together, announcing that he was about to wet himself. After
being told there was nowhere to go to the bathroom on the sideline, he crawled under a bench
on his belly, and shielded by his teammates, he peed on the ground. His halo got wet, and his
teammates didn’t let him forget it.Dan Fouts—The RookieI had already met Dan Fouts, the
quarterback out of Oregon, prior to being selected by the Chargers in the third round of the 1973
draft. His college team had played Air Force in Colorado Springs the year before. Fouts came
into the locker room and recognizing me, joked about breaking his school’s passing record
against the Air Force Academy.“So what?” I said. “Throwing the ball in that high altitude is no big
thing. Rocks fly in thin air.”Thus began the friendly banter between us, which has lasted to this
day. Upon his arrival at Chargers’ mini-camp, Fouts was a very young rookie, and I was an
unsure and overwhelmed old rookie thrust headfirst into unknown territory. But we bonded well
because both of us had found a familiar face.I assigned numbers to players as they came in.
Bronco had told me that it didn’t matter much which number the players wore during mini-camp,
so I issued numbers by availability—first come, first serve. Most players wanted to keep the
numbers they’d worn through high school and college. I tried as best as I could to follow that
pattern, wanting the guys to feel like we were trying to please them. When Dan Fouts arrived,
number 11, his number in college, had been given to quarterback Tony Adams. I was nervous. I
knew he would probably be the Chargers quarterback of the future, and I’d messed up already.
In a state of uncertainty, I reached behind me, pulled an old discarded jersey from a box, and
handed it to him, along with a helmet.“This thing doesn’t have a facemask,” he said, examining
the helmet.I looked at the helmet in his hand and then at the facemasks lying in a box. I didn’t
know how to secure the facemask to the helmet, but I wasn’t about to tell him that. “Just put the
helmet on and go to practice,” I told him. He has never let me forget that I sent him out to practice
that first day without a face mask on his helmet.His jersey on that first day was No. 18. But during
the regular season, we agreed on No. 14, the number that appears on his jersey in the Hall of
Fame today.Gunter EnzGunter Enz, a soccer-style kicker from Vienna, Austria, was among the
last to show up for mini-camp and pick up his equipment. American football was as much a
novelty to him as he was to us. He spoke very little English and hesitated as though he wasn’t
sure he belonged. I knew how that felt. I was doing my best to get in the groove. I attempted to
communicate with him by speaking louder, which made him laugh. It was clear that I wasn’t the
first English-speaking person to try that tactic with him. I laughed too, and in that way we
communicated.The Chargers had traveled throughout Europe searching for a kicker, and in
Vienna they found their soccer-style, sidewinder kicker, who had been playing European football
and studying to become a doctor. He had never kicked an American football before his try-out for
the Chargers scouting party.In the locker room, the long-haired 22-year-old was as skittish as a



colt at the starting gate in Del Mar. This was his first introduction to the football gear worn in the
NFL. Together we mastered the complete fitting of a football uniform with a lot of pointing and
giggling. He learned which pieces went where, and how to put it on and take it off. He explained
to me that a sidewinder kicker wore soccer shoes and kicked from the side of his foot, while
kickers who kicked the ball straight-on used a square-toed kicking shoe.Upon receiving his
helmet, he stared at it as if we were preparing to send him into outer space. His face beamed
with astonishment as Bronco attached a facemask with a one-bar, the type kickers use. After I
applied his name on the front of his practice helmet, I told him to come in early the next day
before practice so we could make sure everything fit correctly. Unlike the first player who showed
up, he was humble, thanking me for the opportunity to play and admitting that he was unsure if
he would fit in. He thanked everyone he saw that day within the first 24 hours as an equipment
manager, I had witnessed unabashed arrogance and grateful humility. Nothing changed over the
next 27 years, except the names.Eugene V. KleinEugene Klein, the Chargers’ owner when I
began my 27 years with the team, was a large, powerful man, with a presence that
overwhelmed. The day I met him I was so busy my tracks struggled to keep up with my shoes,
and this big guy kept getting in the way and slowing me down. I assumed he was an agent for
one of the players who had come to watch his investment, but he was all over the place, shaking
the hand of one player after another. Simply put, I couldn’t get anyone dressed with him around. I
didn’t want Coach Svare to get upset with me, so I went over to the big guy and said, “Excuse
me, Sir, I’m trying to do a job here, and you’re slowing up the players. I don’t know who you are,
but you can see them all when practice is over.”“I know who you are,” he responded. “I’m Gene
Klein. I read your resume, Sidney. The military trains good men.” His smile saved me from the
heart attack that I hoped would kill me on the spot. I thanked him for the opportunity to work for
his team. “You earned it,” he replied, raising his big hand to slap me on the back.For the entire
duration of the camp, he came to practice every day and addressed each of the veterans by
name, and before the end of camp, he knew every new man on board at first glance. Dressed in
jeans and a Chargers T-shirt, he made a point of speaking to all the staff and inquiring about
their families with sincerity. After he met my wife he greeted her with a hug whenever he saw her,
and laughed about me trying to throw him out of the locker room. A down to earth, regular guy,
he told me once, “I love to eat hot dogs, popcorn, and chili when I’m in the stadium. Hell, it’s a
ballgame. That’s what you’re supposed to eat.”
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